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Handicapping Topics 

Conspiracy of Luck 
 

The Kennedy assassination 50th Anniversary is this year. It reminds us that a combination of opportunity and 

luck does not necessarily equal a conspiracy. Several best-selling books and well researched documentaries 

have concluded that Kennedy was murdered by a very lucky lone gunman who seized the opportunity of his 

location and fired off three amazingly accurate shots. 
 

Lee Oswald took a job at the Texas Book Depositary a month before the Kennedy motorcade through Dallas 

had even been determined. Oswald could not have known at that time that his work location would become the 

ideal setup for the assassination. It was a crime of opportunity. 
 

There is no question that Oswald had to be very lucky to fire off three accurate shots in a matter of a few 

seconds. Was it likely? - No. Was it possible? - Yes. Various sharpshooters have attempted to duplicate the 

feat and succeeded. They conclude it could have been done, even with a bolt-action rifle. The shooter needed 

to be extremely focused, determined ---- and lucky.    
 

The tragic events on 9/11 are another example of incredible luck. The totality of what happened in 2001 was 

unbelievably fortunate for the terrorists and even exceeded their expectations. Experienced airline pilots shake 

their heads when they review the video of the planes hitting the World Trade Center. It is a difficult maneuver 

to steer a plane directly into a building, let alone one flown by an amateur and score a near-perfect hit for 

maximum impact and damage. 
 

Luck was favoring evil in both cases and we have to accept that lady luck is completely blind to our morals, 

values and desires. In both cases, the bad guys found an opportunity, prepared for it, and luck did the rest. 

Almost all major world events follow a similar pattern. 
 

I don't like using these analogies because they are the worst examples of human behavior, but they drive home 

an important point. When cataclysmic events occur, it is human nature to try and explain it with something 

other than blind luck. That's why we have conspiracy theories. Yet most of world history has been determined 

by opportunistic random events.   
 

As horse handicappers, we need to embrace the reality of opportunity and luck when we bet. Normally, when 

luck goes against us, we blame our losses on the stupidity or larceny of the trainers and jockeys.  When we 

win, it was our own brilliant insights! In both cases, luck was probably the driving factor. 

 

The only way to tame the luck factor, is to look for opportunity. In this issue, we'll provide the means to 

determine opportunity with some new tools.    
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Handicapping with HTR 

HTR's  New Adjusted Morning Line (AML) 
 

We'll be introducing an Adjusted Morning Line (AML) odds with the 2014 software editions. The purpose is 

to correct several common problems with the typical track morning line. Before discussing the components of 

the adjusted line, we'll briefly review the stated and actual purpose of the official Track Morning Line Odds or 

MLO. 
 

The people who make the ML odds for the track are on the record as saying the purpose of creating the fixed 

MLO is to project the approximate final betting odds. This gives handicappers a guide and a ballpark estimate 

of what each horse might pay if it wins.  
 

In reality, the morning line is a public relations effort. Its real objective is to get bettors interested and 

motivated to bet on the race. To do this, they set the odds artificially higher on likely favorites and lower on 

longshots. Here is a typical line for a six-horse field sorted by the ML odds and the actual final odds on the 

race. 
 

          MLO   Final Odds 

HorseA    2/1       4/5 

HorseB    3/1       5/2 

HorseC    6/1       5/1 

HorseD    8/1      11/1 

HorseE   10/1      17/1 

HorseF   20/1      48/1 
 

Typical of most races, the ML favorite (2/1) is bet well below its listed morning line. The horses with odds in 

the middle ranges tend to be the most likely to match the ML in the betting. The longshots are usually 

understated and often go off much higher than the line.    
 

Interesting that the same pattern emerges at all tracks. Maybe there is a handbook they all follow, I'm not sure 

why, but it is eye-opening that in all my tests we see the 'bookends' (highest and lowest MLO) are the least 

accurate. The reason for compressing the line at the extreme ends is to make the race appear more competitive 

to bettors. Whether it has any effect on the pari-mutuel handle is unclear, but it seems that serious horseplayers 

are not persuaded by it. 
 

My goal with the AML was to correct the 'bookend' line mentioned above as well as provide a revision when 

there are scratches. Scratches often cause a serious distortion of the MLO. Below is a summary of the AML 

(Adjusted Morning Line) that will be added to some screens in HTR. 
 

 Revise the MLO with Scratches 

 Make a more realistic line for horses with low and high odds 

 Predict final odds with greater accuracy 
 

There is a wide variance with morning line accuracy. Often the line must be posted 48 hours prior to the races 

and this makes assessment sketchy, especially if it is a large field that includes also-eligible horses.   

Sometimes the MLO is completely useless as in cases when a turf race is taken off due to rain. No amount of 

correction will transform a bad or decimated morning line. There is also unusual heavy betting on some horses 

that is inexplicable and cannot be predicted. 
 

AML and KLine Have Different Goals 

The purpose of creating the AML is to use it and predict and understand betting patterns. This means the AML 

is entirely different than the KLine. The KLine is value-odds-line designed to turn the probability of winning 

into a fair odds estimate. The AML is an estimate of wagering and is not calculating the horse's actual chances 

of winning. Certainly there is overlap between the two methods, but the goals are distinct.  
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Handicapping with HTR 

HTR's  New Adjusted Morning Line (AML) 
 

Let's take a look at a couple of examples to show the value of the new AML. Both races took place on Friday 

Nov. 22, 2013. 
 

CD-5th  Nov 22 

Pn#      MLO     AML      Odds    Finish 
 

 1      20/1    25/1      49.8      3rd 

 2       6/1     4/1       3.9      2nd 

 3       8/1    10/1       9.3      out 

 4       6/1     7/1       8.5      out 

 5       2/1     6/5       0.6      Won 

 6      10/1    30/1      27.3      out 

 7      20/1    35/1      83.1      out 

 9      10/1     6/1       6.1      out 
 

Analysis 

There was a key scratch in the race (#8; 5/2 ML). Churchill’s Morning Line is usually pretty solid, but one or 

more scratches can put the original ML into disarray, not to mention this race was run on a wet track. The 

AML did a nice job of smoothing out the predicted odds. It suggested the favorite would be heavily bet (2/1 --

> 6/5) and it was hammered. The original MLO and the AML both make good predictions on the middle odds 

range (4/1 - 8/1 ML). AML was much superior at the high end though.  The longer odds horses (10/1 or more) 

cause the most difficulty for people who make the MLO. They tend to lump them together. The AML makes 

better distinctions with high odds horses. 
 

One of the reasons why the AML can handle high odds prediction better than the MLO is because of the Tour-

Negatives list. An accumulated pile up of negatives on any horse becomes apparent to most other bettors as 

well and the odds drift way up.   
 

HAW-2nd  Nov 22 

Pn#      MLO     AML      Odds    Finish 
 

 3       5/1     5/2       4.2      out 

 5       5/2     3/5       0.4      3rd 

 6      15/1     9/2      11.2      Won 

 7      20/1    20/1      29.1      out 

 8       8/1     3/1       3.1      2nd 
 

Analysis 

This race was taken Off-the-Turf and there were 3 Scratches. The original MLO was made into scrambled 

eggs. The AML did a great job in this race with smoothing out the odds prediction with one important 

exception, which brings up an interesting dilemma associated with it.  

 

The over-bet heavy favorite (#5) was an easy call for the AML as it produced a 3/5 odds prediction for an 

eventual 2/5 shot. Same goes for the 2nd choice (#8). As for #3 and #7, they were reasonable projections for 

both MLO and AML. The oddball for AML in this race was the eventual winner, #6. 
 

Notice that #6 had an original ML of 15/1, but the AML calculated it as a 9/2 shot. If you look at the horse at a 

glance in HTR, you'll see that it had a KAT=9, among many other positives. However the horse's final odds of 

11/1 were actually closer to the original MLO. This places the AML into a bit of a predicament. On one hand 

we want a good odds predictor and a better MLO. But in this case, the AML became an excellent value line 

while blowing away the predicted ML odds! Let's discuss this further on the next page.  
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Handicapping with HTR 

HTR's  New Adjusted Morning Line (AML) 
 

Discussion / AML as Value Line 

On the previous page, second example, we see a 9/2 projected AML that won the race at 11/1. A nice overlay 

and great value hit by the AML? Or was it actually a poor odds prediction from its stated objective as an 

alternative ML? 
 

The purpose of the AML is basically the same as the actual track MLO. It is attempting to predict how the 

betting will turn out. We know the inherent problems with the real MLO, and the AML can make nice 

adjustments as shown in these examples, especially after scratches and changes have ruined the original line. 
 

As mentioned, the AML utilizes factors within HTR to make the adjustments. Primarily by correcting 

problems with the 'bookends' (favorites and longshots). Yet the use of HTR factors put the AML into a 

different light than the regular MLO.    
 

Horses that show a strong accumulation of positive factors in HTR tend to get attention by the public as well. 

In general, we see most of our HTR live longshots going off at odds lower than their ML. But sometimes they 

don't get over-bet. In those cases, we recognize an overlay which helps our ROI, exotic bets, tournament picks 

and spot plays considerably.    

 

So how can we use the AML to identify a legitimate overlay? The AML is structured so that any horse listed at 

5/1 or less fits into one or both of these two categories ==>  

 

1. The horse is a contender and the public is going to notice it and bet on it in the range of the listed 

AML. 
 

2. If an AML is listed at 5/1 or less but rises above 5.0 actual odds , the horse is probably a fair 

value bet.    
 

It is far more likely that (1) will occur than (2), but at times the public does make a mistake.   An 

example occurred in HOL-1st race on Nov. 17. The winner had an 8/1 MLO and an AML of 5/1. The 

horse’s final odds were about 9/1 and it won. In the AQU-1st race that same day the MLO on the 

winner was 6/1, the AML was 4/1, the final odds just above 5/1. So it was a slight overlay and won 

the race. 
 

Betting this way assumes that at 5/1 or less, the AML is more accurate than the public at win-

probability assessment. If the public allows one of these horses to drift up past 5.0 on the tote, then 

they have made a mistake according to this same assumption. Searching for potential value this way 

requires much patience and odds watching. As you scroll through results, you'll notice that very few 

horses with 5/1 or lower AML are sent off at higher odds than expected.   
 

$ and $$  

One of our beta-testers, Bob Moore ('rmm') emailed me about the "$" and "$$" longshot picks.   The 

"$" and "$$" are assigned based on the track MLO of 6/1 or higher. So what do we make of them if 

the AML is calculated below 6/1? Great question! We don't want to upend the current formulas for '$' 

and '$$', and it will stay the same forever. But in the future we may want to notate our longshot picks 

based on the AML because it will provide a more accurate selection. For now you can at least utilize 

the AML to better estimate if the $ and $$ picks are likely to remain above 6/1 odds in the betting.    
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Handicapping with HTR 

Systems Development 
 

There are three levels of mechanical selections = 
 

1) Angles 

2) Spot Plays 

3) Systems 
 

There is a clear distinction between the three.   
 

1) ANGLE 

A single or simple combination item. "A FTS with a Razor Sharp workout" is an angle.   
 

2) SPOT PLAY 

They are more complex combinations of various factors. "FTS with Razor Sharp, 6.0f Dirt, Msw, PED=1,2". 

All of these items must be present for the play to be viable.  
 

3) SYSTEM  

This is an entirely different concept from the two above. The object of a system is to score all applicable horses 

in the race and consider the high score as the top pick. We have a pretty good system within HTR already - it is 

the HTR-Consensus screen. Most of you remember the 'back of the book' system in Quirin's "Computer 

Discoveries" as the primo example of system play.   
 

Let's look at some of the features regarding systems as opposed to Spot Plays and Angles. 
 

 Systems work better when the field is small or the handicapper can narrow the field to 5 or 6 

contenders. Systems are an excellent remedy for the continuing problem of field size shrinkage in 

horse racing. Spot plays tend to have better results (ROI) when fields are larger because the tote-odds 

will be higher in most cases. Systems seek to avoid the "noise" of larger more chaotic fields that have 

unknown horses. Unknown and non-rated horses are a problem with systems designed for pace and 

speed appraisal. 
 

 Systems typically are not designed for ROI production. They focus on locating the correct hierarchy 

for the field. In fact, many systems, including the first one built for HTR (see page-9) are structured to 

predict the exact order of finish. This makes systems an excellent choice over spot plays for the 

vertical exotics. While there is no point in playing a system top pick to win if the ROI is weak overall, 

we may find that filtering them with Robot3 (available Jan 2014) will produce higher returns.   
 

 Creating multiple systems can help with horizontal exotics if there is diversity in the methodology. 

That's why there are four of them in HTR. For example, one of the four is targeted to early speed while 

another is based on overall performance and late speed. A typical pick-4 sequence will have at least 

one winner that fits each of these. The other two systems also have a different slant and that variety 

may well help you to add a winner to your pick-X sequence that you might miss if only looking at one 

set of criteria.   

 

On the next few pages you'll find a detailed description of each of the four systems. You'll be able to observe 

and test them yourself by using the various HTR program updates for 2014.   
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Handicapping with HTR 

Systems Development  /  Sys #1 
 

Let's review the four new systems found in HTR. Each has a particular handicapping methodology and is 

targeted differently. The HTR-Tour program has a special screen that is accessed from the top menu "Systems" 

and all four are there. Read more on page-11 about the update and a User Guide for the Systems screen.    
 

Here are a few general points about all four systems. 
 

 They each rank horses from 1 to 9 with "1" being the top rank and "9" the worst rank.    
 

 The systems are scored from 3 to 40 points. The higher the score the better. 
 

 Ties are common with system picks. This is of no concern because we want to see which horses are 

clustering to the top with a system anyway. Unlike other ratings in HTR that depend on statistical 

separation, the systems don't need to break the ties. Impact Value (I.V.) can be compared with any 

ranking despite the ties and is the key statistic below. 
 

 Changing PL-mode will alter the System selection order. Sys #2,3 are based directly on velocity ranks 

from running line selection. The systems were tested on PL-5, but results might be different with the 

other methods.  Note that HTR-Tour is fixed to PL-5 and cannot be switched.  Scratches and Surface 

changes will also change the system rankings.    
 

 The "Systems" screen presents a 'minimalist' view. The four systems are the only focus and just a few 

other informational columns are presented. This is a concentrated approach. 

 

Sys #1  (Predict the Order of  Finish) 

Rates all horses and is designed to pick vertical exotics (exacta, trifecta, superfecta). When this system gets it 

right, it often has a 'magnet' effect of pulling in the other top finishers as well. This should help keep your 

expenditures down and move your confidence up when playing these exotics. Sys #1 hits a high percentage of 

winners and the bottom ranks are extremely poor bets. Let's compare the top and bottom horses with Sys #1 to 

the (K) and HTR-Consensus picks.  
 

All Races 365-Day   Purse $10,000+ 

Item        Win       I.V.     WROI   

Sys#1=1     32%       2.57     0.85 

K=1         31%       2.44     0.83 

HTR=1       29%       2.31     0.87 

 

SYS#1=9     02%       0.21     0.59 

K=9         02%       0.24     0.65 

HTR=9       03%       0.30     0.58 
 

Analysis 

Sys #1 utilizes the (K) and HTR-Consensus in its formula, so it makes sense that it would have similar results 

to the other two. Sys #1 does improve slightly on (K) and HTR-Consensus and pushes more live horses to the 

top and more losers to the bottom. This is exactly what we are looking for with Sys #1, an accurate forecast of 

the entire order of finish so that we can use it for vertical exotics. 
 

As with the (K), most of the top picks with Sys#1 are going to be favorites. So it should peak your interest if 

the one of the top picks with Sys #1 is showing decent odds at 5/1 or more. If the public favorite is ranked 

worse than the top with Sys#1, it may also be a good reason to try and beat the chalk and look for an overlay. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

Systems Development  /  Sys #2 and Sys #3 
 

Sys #2  (Early Speed) 

This system is focused on early speed.  It uses velocity and pace to rate the horses. As such, some horses, such 

as FTS or those without applicable running lines, may be left blank. Here are the basic components of System 

#2. 
 

 Fr1 Velocity Rank 

 E/P Velocity Rank 

 Quirin Speed Points 

 Run Style  
 

While Sys #1 attempts to predict the final order of finish, Sys #2 is projecting how the race will setup early on 

the backstretch and is not concerned with the eventual finish position. This means Sys #2 should pick up many 

horses not found with standard performance and speed handicapping. We want this diversity among the four 

systems so we don't miss any winners in the horizontal exotics. Early speed should never be underestimated in 

the exotic wagers. 
 

If an early speed bias persists at the track and surface, Sys #2 will prove invaluable. The user can sort the 

"Systems" module in HTR-Tour by any of the four systems. Sorting the screen by Sys #2 will save you 

handicapping time if early speed is the necessary focus for the race. Personally, I automatically add the likely 

leader (top Sys #2 pick) if it is a price pick in the mix of my wagers. 
 

Sys #2 Top Pick Win rate = 25% (ROI = 0.85) 
 

The 25% win rate was a surprise to me. I did not expect a method based entirely on early speed to select such a 

high percentage of winners. Fr1 velocity overall top pick wins about 18% in comparison. The average odds for 

a Sys #2 top selection are about 5/1. Compare that with Sys #1 with the top selection averaging about 2/1 odds. 

This means Sys #2 finds many more longshot winners and is a nice compliment to the other methods as an 

alternate pick.  
 

 

Sys #3  (Overall Performance / Late Speed) 

The third system uses the key criteria below to rate horses based on final time performance mixed with closing 

ability. It may prove useful in Turf and Artificial races. As with the previous method, Sys #3 may show blanks 

for some horses if they don't have the applicable ratings. 
  

 PER, Performance rating 

 Projected (Final Time) Fig 

 Fr3 Velocity 
 

Sys #3 Top Pick Win rate = 30% (ROI = 0.84) 
 

System-3 has a strong win rate of 30%.  This is a much better result than speed figures generally produce on 

their own.  The final fraction (Fr3) is the active separation element with System-3, putting a little spice into the 

method. 
 

The goal of creating four systems was an integrated approach. The four distinct methods help us apply 

diversity to our handicapping. There is a good chance that an un-rated horse from Sys #2 and #3 will show 

some strength with Sys #1 or #4 if it is a contender. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

Systems Development  /  Sys #4 

 

Sys #4 (Intangibles) 

System-4 might be the most interesting and complex of the four methods as pace and speed are not considered. 

The following factors are utilized in the formula for Sys #4. Not all of these apply to every horse, but they are 

computed when applicable. 
 

 Jockey Rating / Positive Jockey Switch  / Hot Jockey / Cold Jockey 

 Trainer Rating / Positive Trainer Switch / Hot Trainer /  Cold Trainer 

 Jockey Trainer Combination 

 Pedigree Rating / Hot Pedigree 

 Workout Rating / Razor Sharp / Fit & Ready 

 Equipment and Lasix Changes.  New Geldings. 

 HTR Alerts:  $$, Tour, Bomb, Improve (Yes) Rating, KAT, Luck 
 

That's a lot of ingredients to toss into the salad! But it means this system excels at finding alternative selections 

that pace and speed approaches won't pick up.   
 

Sys #4 Top Pick Win rate = 27% (ROI = 0.87) 
 

Example race shown below from the new  HTR-Tour [Systems] report. This was the 4th-race at Woodbine on 

November 9. This race was a 2yr Msw that included several FTS and 2TS. There are often blanks with Sys #2 

and #3 so I chose to sort the screen by Sys #4, as I was looking for a price play in this seemingly wide open 

field. 

 
   04-WO    Sat Nov 09, 2013   5.0A   2yF MSW  $50000        

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Pn  PP Horse            MLO  Ag  LAY     AML   SYS1  SYS2  SYS3  SYS4    Fin 0dds                                                                     

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 5  P03 Bide a Wee Isla 10/1  2f  042     8/1    20    28*   20    18+     P   5.6                                                                     

 7  W05 She Ain't Bad    9/2  2f  FTS     7/2    27*               18+     W   3.0                                       

 9   07 Last Minute Luc *3/1  2f  028     5/2    28+   31+   27*   16      4   2.3*                                                                                                                      

 12  10 Ring It On      20/1  2f  FTS    15/1    09                14         29.0                                                                                                                       

 8   06 Aisle Altar Hym  6/1  2f  2TS     8/1    17    17    16    11         17.2                                                                                                                       

 6  S04 I'm Just Sayin   4/1  2f  028     9/2    25    26    28+   09      S   4.2                                                                                                                       

 11  09 Sweet Livilu    12/1  2f  FTS    20/1    09                05         31.1                                                                                                                       

 10  08 Bear's Victoria 10/1  2f  FTS    15/1    11                05         12.4                                                                                                                       

 4   02 Hurricane Mimi  20/1  2f  FTS    35/1    06                04         53.0                                                                                                                       

 15  12 Fiddlelina      30/1  2f  013    40/1    06    12    16    04         86.3                                                                                                                       

 13  11 Wind Charm      20/1  2f  028    40/1    11    20    16    03         26.4                                                                                                                       

 2   01 Keenwah         20/1  2f  2TS    40/1    08    12    10    03         61.9                                                                                                                       

                  

Analysis 

When shopping for a price play in a race like this I'm looking for an AML at 8/1 or more that is showing 

strength in Sys #4 or even Sys #1. The other two methods did not rate the majority of horses. Here we see the 

top system-4 pick (#5) with an AML of 8/1 making it a great bet at those odds. It did finish 2nd, but it was bet 

down to about 5/1. Horse (#12) might have been worth a stab at 29/1 as it had nearly the same Sys #4 total as 

the favorite (#9).   
 

My approach to this field was to locate a longshot for the trifecta. That is not always the target in every race 

though. Had I been playing the pick4, it would have been obvious to include the eventual winner (#7) as it was 

tied for the top rating in Sys #4 and was the second pick in Sys #1.     
 

The results of this race were very predictable with Sys #1, but the top four finishers were also the favorites. 

Don't blame the messenger (system) when the favorites win. Systems are not designed for ROI, their purpose is 

to offer some structure and hierarchy from a complex set of criteria. In this case, Sys#1 did its job well and Sys 

#4 was helpful in locating a value play. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

Systems Development  - Putting it all Together 
 

Integrating Systems 

A single system that encompasses the fundamental principals of handicapping will typically become a chalk-

picker. Lots of winners, but rare to find value plays and difficult to turn a profit with the top picks.   This is 

essentially what we have with Sys #1. It is great for finding contenders and selects a ton of winners, but they 

are almost always over bet. This is why we need a more integrated approach. 
 

Each of the four Systems uses a different handicapping method. The differences can make us aware of 

potential live runners that might not show up on the other three systems. 
 

Exactas 

The ubiquitous $1 base price for the Exacta has turned it into a low value wager. Most players box three or 

four horses and include several longshots hoping to hit for $100 or more for a dollar. This has the effect of 

diluting the value of the exacta when a longshot finishes 1-2. But it also creates overlay opportunities with the 

logical favorites. Ironically, favorites are under-bet in the exacta these days.  My advice with the exacta is to 

use Sys #1 and make a box wager on the top two selections (only) when they appear to standout. In some 

races, the top Sys #1 picks will also get most of the points with the other three systems as well. Using only two 

horses allows a profit no matter how low the exacta pays. When Sys #1 gets it right with the winner, it tends to 

have a magnet effect and pick up the 2nd horse as well. 
 

Trifectas and Superfectas / Pick 3,4,5,6 

The four systems together are ideal for most exotic wagers. Peruse the example race below from Churchill-3rd 

race, Nov 24, 2013. Notice the (+) marks the top pick with each System and the (*) marks the 2nd pick. This 

screen was sorted by Sys #1 and I trimmed the bottom of the report to show just the top six as the others were 

not contenders based on the four systems.    
 
Pn   PP Horse            MLO  Ag  LAY     AML   SYS1  SYS2  SYS3  SYS4    Fin 0dds                                                                     

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 2  S01 Added Delight   *5/2  7m  025     5/2*   26+   16    19    09      S   4.3                                                                                                                       

 1  P07 C J's Brahms     4/1  5m  016     9/2    25*   29+   24    09      P   2.0*                                                                                                                      

 6   04 Two Steppin' Ta  4/1  7m  016     4/1    23    29+   27+   10*         2.4                                                                                                                       

 8  W05 Dangerous Dream 12/1  4f  157     9/1    22    23    24    15+     W  38.8                                                                                                                       

 9   06 Cha Ching Jackp 10/1  7m  058    15/1    16    11    25*   06          6.0                                                                                                                       

 4   02 Glossed and Fou 10/1  4f  016    20/1    14    08    20    04      4   7.8                                                                                                                       

  

Analysis                                                                                                                       

The $1000 trifecta payoff appeared playable after looking over the top picks in each system. The longshot 

winner (#8) was tops in Sys #4 and scored well in each of the other systems (20+). The 2nd and 3rd place 

finishers (#1, #2) also have good marks. This mix of horses from the various systems is a methodology that can 

also be applied to any type of exotic wager. You might include all the (+) horses in your pick-x wager. That 

could produce as many as four picks in a single race, but in most cases, there will be some overlap.  If one 

horse has three or more (+) marks, then it could be considered for a 'single'.    
 

Tournaments and Price Plays 

Hunting for a price play at 7/1 or more should start with the AML. You are more likely to get the price from 

the AML as opposed to the track MLO. Sys #4 may be best suited for price plays because it utilizes factors that 

are not understood by most other handicappers including the KAT and Improve ratings.  Recognizing potential 

improvement is the key to catching a longshot winner.  Horses with odds 7/1 and up that rate well with any of 

the four systems should catch your attention. 
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Software Updates  
HTR-Tour and Maxvel Versions Updated for 2014 

 

The Jan 1, 2014 versions of HTR-Tour and MaxVel will be released concurrent with this newsletter.  The new 

versions include the Systems and the AML.    
 

HTR-Tour,  January 1, 2014 version 
 

(new) KAT Scan Screen  

This is an enhanced version of the KAT Scan that was first presented in HTR-Tablet.  It sorts the screen by the 

KAT rating.  Includes a number of extra items for handicapping including the new AML (Adjusted Morning 

Line odds).   To view this report, click the large green menu button at the top of the main screen.   Full card or 

single race printing is available. 
 

(new) Systems Screen 

The four systems described herein and the AML are the focus of this 'minimalist' screen.   Click the large 

"Systems" menu button at the top of the main screen on the far right.  Use the sort buttons:  (1)(2)(3)(4) and 

(A) to instantly sort and re-sort the screen by System 1,2,3,4 or the AML odds.   

 

MaxVel (Maximum Velocity) January 1, 2014 version 
 

(new) Systems Screen 

The same "Systems" screen from HTR-Tour is available in MaxVel by clicking the "Systems" menu button on 

the far right at the top of the main screen.  There wasn't enough room to put all the sort buttons on this menu.  

Instead, click the little button underneath it to toggle the sorting for the four systems and the AML. 
 

Modeler Adds the Four Systems 

All functions of the Modeler now include the four systems for modeling and testing.  This includes the "Full 

Stats" test that now tallies the entire ranking range of Sys1, Sys2, Sys3, Sys4.  Use the "Edit Factor List" to 

isolate your modeling for the systems alone if desired.  The "Edit Factor List" includes a button to check-mark 

and model the four systems alone:  "Select Systems Only".   

 

HTR2 and Robot3 

As of this writing (Dec 4, 2013) HTR2 and Robot3 are being worked on for their initial 2014 versions as well.  

Robot3 will include filters for the Systems and a readout for the AML.   HTR2 software will add the AML and 

Systems to one of the screens.   More information on those in the Jan/Feb 2014 newsletter.   

 

Please report bugs to me via email or our bbs so they can be repaired quickly.  Thank you! 
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Announcements and Reminders 
 

Software Updates 
2014 Software Updates are now available on our website for HTR-Tour and MaxVel. HTR2 and 
Robot3 should be out by Christmas. Check the bbs for announcements in the Software Updates 
forum. 
 
HTR Winter Challenge 
We are scheduled to hold our annual tournament on Thursday Dec 26th on the Horsetourneys 
website. The contest will include opening day races at Santa Anita as well as races on the 
Gulfstream card. The cost is just $19/entry - cheap. The format will be  Pick and Pray, so your time is 
not an issue. There will be great prizes including a free year on HTR, or a Horseplayer World Series 
entry. A chance to win an entire year subscription on HTR or a HPWS entry for $19 is a no-brainer!  
More information will be posted on our website Tournament forum in mid-December. 
 
 

HTR   Handicapping Tech & Research 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 

Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 

HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 

 www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR Subscriber Zone 

around the 15
th
 of the month.  Monthly subscribers can view the current newsletter for no charge on-line, 

Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues over a year old are available in our website archive library. 

 
Products and services from KM Software 

HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 

HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 

Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current Issue is included with monthly subscription for members only. 

 Archives of Past Issues are available on the HTR2.com website. 

mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
http://www.htr2.com/
http://www.homebased2.com/km

